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ABSTRACT: Living systems maintain a high fidelity in information processing through kinetic
proofreading, a mechanism for preferentially removing incorrect substrates at the cost of energy
dissipation and slower speed. Proofreading mechanisms must balance their demand for higher speed,
fewer errors, and lower dissipation, but it is unclear how rates of individual reaction steps are
evolutionarily tuned to balance these needs, especially when multiple proofreading mechanisms are
present. Here, using a discrete-state stochastic model, we analyze the optimization strategies in
Escherichia coli isoleucyl-tRNA synthetase. Surprisingly, this enzyme adopts an economic proofreading
strategy and improves speed and dissipation as long as the error is tolerable. Through global
parameter sampling, we reveal a fundamental dissipation−error relation that bounds the enzyme’s
optimal performance and explains the importance of the post-transfer editing mechanism. The
proximity of native system parameters to this bound demonstrates the importance of energy
dissipation as an evolutionary force affecting fitness.

The fitness of many organisms relies on the fidelity and
reliability of information propagation, epitomized by

remarkable accuracy in DNA replication, mRNA transcription,
and protein translation.1−5 It is well-known that many
biological systems adopt kinetic proofreading (KPR), a
mechanism that actively removes wrongly incorporated
substrates, to reduce the error beyond the equilibrium
limit.6,7 The KPR mechanism is not only vital to cell viability8,9

but also of great interest in the field of nonequilibrium
thermodynamics.10−13

Ideally, biological systems should process information
rapidly while keeping error and dissipation low. Theoretical
studies, nonetheless, have revealed that it is impossible to
optimize the three properties (speed, error, and dissipation)
simultaneously.14,15 For example, the accuracy of copying a
single bit of information is highest in either a slow and quasi-
adiabatic regime or a fast and dissipative one, demonstrating a
trade-off between speed and dissipation.11 Similar trade-offs
involving the error also exist.13 Resolving these trade-offs
requires biological systems to prioritize different properties.
For replication and translation, enzymes were shown to
optimize speed over error and dissipation.14,16 It is, however,
unclear whether the same preference applies to more complex
proofreading systems. For example, many enzymes exhibit
multistage proofreading; i.e., the enzyme−substrate complex
can undergo proofreading and be reset to the initial state at
more than one state. Previous studies of multistage proof-
reading have focused on systems with discrimination between
cognate and noncognate substrates only in dissociation
steps.10,12 However, experimental evidence suggests that the
discrimination can occur in any step.4,5,17−20 Thus, a

systematic investigation of the speed−accuracy−dissipation
relation in a biologically relevant context is still lacking.
Isoleucyl-tRNA synthetase (IleRS) in Escherichia coli is one

of the best characterized multistage proofreading systems.
During protein synthesis, IleRS must accurately pair cognate
tRNAIle with the corresponding amino acid, i.e., isoleucine.21

Misincorporation has severe physiological impacts, including
increasing the DNA mutation rate.22 IleRS utilizes multiple
proofreading pathways to remove noncognate valine, an amino
acid chemically similar to isoleucine. The proofreading
mechanisms can be divided into pre-transfer editing, which
occurs within the active (synthetic) site, and post-transfer
editing, which occurs at a separate editing site.21,23 In this
work, we construct a biologically relevant model of IleRS (see
Figure 1) and extract parameters from experimental data to
address three questions: (i) how the rates of individual
reaction steps are optimized to deal with the speed−error−
dissipation trade-off, (ii) whether there is a fundamental limit
on the extent of overall optimization and, if so, where E. coli
IleRS is relative to that limit, and (iii) whether there is an
evolutionary reason for the existence of multiple proofreading
pathways.
To this end, we quantitatively study the IleRS network using

a discrete-state stochastic framework previously employed in
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the study of T7 DNA polymerase and E. coli ribosome.14,16

The chemical steps in Figure 1 are modeled as quasi-first-order
transitions between different states with rates estimated from
quantitative kinetic experiments5,19,24−37 (see the Supporting
Information for details). We define the error (η) as the ratio of
the splitting probability of forming an incorrect product to the
splitting probability of forming a correct product. The speed is
quantified by the inverse of the conditional mean first-passage
time (MFPT, τ) to form a correct product starting from the
free enzyme state (E). The dissipation is defined as the amount
of free energy dissipated per product formed (σ, in units of
kBT).

38 The detailed mathematical definitions and procedures
can be found in the Supporting Information.
Due to the symmetry of the reaction network, each process

for the noncognate amino acid (with rate ki′) has a
corresponding reaction in the cognate reaction network
(with rate ki). We relate those two reactions by defining a
set of discrimination factors f i = ki′/ki, where i is a subscript
unique to individual reactions. The discrimination factors are
the fundamental factor that differentiates the cognate reactant
from the noncognate one. We study the interplay between
three characteristic properties (speed, error, and dissipation)
by proportionally varying the rate constants (ki and ki′) while
keeping the discrimination factors f i fixed. In this way, neither
of the substrates receives any unfair advantage. A trade-off
between two properties occurs if a change in a given rate
constant cannot simultaneously improve both of them. Thus,
the trade-offs among speed, error, and dissipation must be
discussed in the context of a specific set of rate constant
perturbations. We investigate the effect of tuning either one
rate constant (local parameter perturbation) or tuning multiple
rate constants (global parameter perturbation).
We begin our analysis with two catalytic steps: amino acid

activation and transfer, denoted by ka and k4, respectively (see
Figure 1). These two processes are energetically important
because they involve covalent bond breakage and formation,
thereby channeling the energy stored in the phosphoanhydride
bonds of ATP to that in the ester bond of aa-tRNA. The
energy transferred provides the driving force for subsequent
peptide bond synthesis in the ribosome. To uncover the
optimization for these steps, we analyze how the characteristic

properties change as a function of their respective rate
constants (ka and k4).
The results shown in Figure 2 are somewhat unexpected.

First, both speed and accuracy can be improved simultaneously

by increasing the catalytic rates of both reactions: this result
demonstrates a lack of trade-off between the two properties
(Figure 2a,c). Indeed, the synthetase has a higher affinity for
isoleucine than for valine, which results in catalytic rates
slightly higher than that of valine. In other words, the
discrimination factors fa and f4 are slightly smaller than 1.19

Therefore, accelerating these steps magnifies the discrim-
ination in these two steps and results in higher speed and
accuracy for IleRS. Second, the relation between speed and

Figure 1. Chemical reaction network for the aminoacylation of tRNAIle in E. coli. Abbreviations: E, isoleucyl-tRNA synthetase (IleRS); Ile,
isoleucine; Val, valine. The rate constants are labeled ki for the right pathway (isoleucine pathway) and ki′ for the wrong pathway (valine pathway).
The three proofreading pathways are labeled as kh1, kh2, kh3, and their primed counterparts. Although the reverse reactions are not drawn for some
reactions that are kinetically driven forward, they are technically all reversible. We include them in the simulation to maintain thermodynamic
consistency.

Figure 2. Trade-off among MFPT (τ), error (η), and dissipation (σ)
due to variation of the two key catalytic steps: amino acid activation
coupled to ATP hydrolysis (ka, top panels) and amino acid transfer
(k4, bottom panels). Catalytic rates for the noncognate substrates (ka′
and k4′) are varied proportionally to keep the discrimination factors
fixed. The green dot denotes the native system. The pink and magenta
squares correspond to the positions of the minimum dissipation and
error, respectively. The termination of the curve at the magenta
squares is not a result of an insufficient sampling range but a limit that
cannot be passed even when the rates go to infinity.
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dissipation is nonmonotonic (Figure 2b,d). Consequently, the
MFPT−dissipation curve can be separated into two branches:
a trade-off branch where reducing dissipation inevitably
increases MFPT and a non-trade-off branch where the two
properties can be improved simultaneously. However, for both
steps, the native system (i.e., the green dot corresponding to
experimentally measured rates of these steps) resides on the
trade-off branch. The fact that the native system also resides
between the minima of error and dissipation (magenta and
pink squares) indicates a trade-off between these two
properties, as well. Therefore, it is the dissipation that prevents
the co-optimization of speed and accuracy. This result is
analogous to prior findings for the Pol-Exo sliding in T7 DNA
polymerase and the proofreading rate in aa-tRNA selection by
E. coli ribosome.14

Qualitatively, the trade-off mainly occurs between speed and
dissipation. Due to the low specificity in activation and
transfer,19 the change in error due to the variation of these
parameters (Figure 2a,c) is actually marginal, especially
compared to its variation when the downstream quality
control steps are varied (Figure 3b,d). Nevertheless, the two

reactions take strikingly different strategies in dealing with the
trade-off. The activation step prefers to optimize the speed,
while the transfer step is near minimal dissipation. The
activation step is not rate-limiting; i.e., the maximal speed
achieved at ka → ∞ is only 4% larger than the native value.
However, such an increase in speed leads to a drastic (70%)
decrease in dissipation, which is evident from a nearly vertical
slope of the curve connecting the green dot and magenta
square in Figure 2b. On the other hand, further decreasing the
rate of this step would make it rate-limiting as reducing the
dissipation by 41% will increase the MFPT by 18-fold. We

hypothesize that the evolution tunes the activation reaction to
be on the cusp of being rate-limiting, i.e., to decrease
dissipation while keeping the impact on the speed marginal.
In stark contrast, the transfer step rate k4 is nearly optimized

for minimal dissipation; the green dot in Figure 2d is only 0.5%
above the minimal value denoted by the pink square. An
increase in the transfer rate can reduce the MFPT by 45%, but
this will lead to a 50% increase in dissipation. Thus, the
increase of MFPT due to optimizing the dissipation in the
transfer step is considerably smaller compared to the 18-fold
MFPT increase in the activation step (Figure 2b). This finding
makes optimization of dissipation in the transfer step more
plausible.
Altogether, the results on Figure 2 demonstrate distinct

evolutionary optimization strategies in two catalytic steps.
IleRS tunes up the amino acid activation rate to guarantee the
fast production of aa-tRNA and keeps the transfer rate at an
intermediate level so that the dissipation is nearly minimal.
These strategies employed enable partial reconciliation of the
speed−dissipation trade-off for the enzyme and allow for faster
and more efficient formation of aa-tRNA.
Next, we focus on the optimization strategies in key quality

control steps. The ability of IleRS to preferentially hydrolyze
misacylated products is largely determined by the rate
constants for post-transfer editing (kh3) and product release
(kp). The two pre-transfer editing steps exhibit behaviors
similar to those of post-transfer editing, but they are less
effective in the ability to suppress the error.20 Following the
same methodology, we present the results in Figure 3. In
contrast to those of activation and transfer, the native rates of
the quality control steps reside on a non-trade-off branch of the
speed−dissipation curve. For these steps, it is the error that
prevents the co-optimization of speed and dissipation. Indeed,
improving the accuracy requires either decreasing kp or
increasing kh3 and, hence, increasing the proofreading fluxes.
Consequently, more ATP is consumed without forming aa-
tRNA, and more time will be needed to successfully form a
product.
We further explore how the system balances the need for

higher accuracy and the resultant cost in terms of slower speed
and higher dissipation by examining the position of the native
system on the trade-off plots. We find that, in both cases, the
native system resides not far from the minimum dissipation/
minimum MFPT point. For example, the MFPT of the native
system is only 2% above the minimum due to the variation of
kh3, and the dissipation in the kp trade-off plot is only 9% above
the minimum value. Although it is hard to claim that either
speed or dissipation is the “deal breaker” that makes further
improvement in the accuracy unfavorable in evolution, it seems
that their combined effect results in a compound cost that
decreases the organism’s overall fitness. Consequently, both kh3
and kp are tuned in a way that the MFPT and dissipation are
optimized as much as possible as long as the error rate is within
a reasonable range, i.e., ∼10−4. Indeed, the fidelity of the
aminoacylation needs to surpass only the overall accuracy of
protein synthesis (η = 10−3 to 10−4).3−5 Further improvements
beyond this threshold will not significantly suppress the
protein synthesis error because more mistakes will be made
during aa-tRNA selection at the ribosome. Moreover, the
accuracy can be further improved through downstream error-
correcting mechanisms such as EF-Tu specificity. The need to
synthesize numerous proteins continuously raises the necessity
of decreasing the cost of time and energy to deliver a single

Figure 3. Trade-off among MFPT (τ), error (η), and dissipation (σ)
due to variation of the two key quality control processes: the
translocation and deacylation of aa-tRNA (kh3, top panels) and
product release (kp, bottom panels). Catalytic rates for the
noncognate substrates (kh3′ and kp′) are varied proportionally to
keep discrimination factors fixed. The green dot denotes the native
system. The pink and magenta squares correspond to the positions of
the minimum dissipation and error, respectively. When kp → 0 or kh3
→ ∞, both the MFPT and dissipation diverge to infinity, while the
error rate converges to a constant.
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amino acid while keeping the error rate tolerable. Collectively,
these factors rationalize our finding that the proofreading
mechanism in E. coli IleRS has evolved to adopt an “economic”
error-correcting strategy that establishes a reasonable level of
fidelity in a speedy and inexpensive fashion.
Our analysis of individual reactions has shown that although

different steps can adopt different optimization strategies, most
reaction steps optimize IleRS toward an energetic efficiency
(i.e., minimal dissipation). However, both our data and
previous estimations in the literature suggest that >10% of
the ATP hydrolyzed leads to proofreading fluxes, which do not
form any products.39 It is therefore unclear whether these futile
fluxes are inevitable and whether the local optimization
strategies collectively result in the global optimization of
dissipation. To address this question, we perform global
parameter sampling. To this end, all of the kinetic parameters
are varied under the constraints of fixed discrimination factors
and fixed chemical potential differences for both futile and
product formation cycles (i.e., ΔμATP and Δμp, respectively).
The sampling can be regarded as a generalization of the local
trade-off analysis. As shown in Figure 4, we found that all

sampled systems always reside on one side of a boundary (blue
dashed line) on the error−dissipation plane. Thus, this
boundary is a fundamental constraint imposed by the
discrimination factors that cannot be circumvented through
any variation of the kinetic parameters. The minimum amount
of dissipation for any level of accuracy is Δμp = 9.8 kBT, which
corresponds to the absence of any proofreading. Toward the
other end of the spectrum, the error rate can be suppressed as
low as ηmin ∼ 6 × 10−7, but the dissipation increases as the
error rate decreases and diverges to infinity as the error
approaches its minimum. Our results reaffirm the notion that
an increased amount of free energy must be dissipated to
enhance biological fidelity.6,15 On the other hand, the sampling
does not put any constraint on the optimal speed, because the
time scale of the system can be tuned arbitrarily by varying all
of the rate constants proportionally. In reality, however, the
kinetic rates are limited by the underlying biochemical
processes. For instance, it is hard to conceptualize how the
binding rates of ATP and an amino acid to IleRS can exceed
the diffusion limit.40 These biochemical constraints could
reduce the parameter space that can be reached for the actual

system, resulting in a suboptimal performance compared to the
theoretical bound discussed here.
The existence of a global lower bound on dissipation for any

given error underscores the nonequilibrium nature of bio-
logical information processing. In this system, active proof-
reading resets the system into the initial state without forming
a product and, therefore, results in futile ATP hydrolysis. Such
proofreading fluxes can improve the system’s accuracy only if
the futile cycles are powered by free energy released from ATP
hydrolysis. Thus, an increase in proofreading frequency
inevitably leads to an increase in dissipation. This trade-off is
evidenced by the global dissipation bound that decreases with
error (see Figure 4). A similar dissipation−accuracy relation
was also found in a system for sensory adaptation, where the
optimal dissipation increases with adaptation accuracy and
eventually diverges at perfect adaptation, a behavior similar to
that of the bound found here.41 In both cases, dissipation is
associated with cyclic futile fluxes that consume free energy to
drive the system away from thermodynamic equilibrium. In
contrast, the proofreading fluxes in an equilibrium proof-
reading system (i.e., without any free energy yield from ATP
hydrolysis) will not reduce the error of the system.
A detailed inspection of the bottom right area of Figure 4

reveals that the native system resides in the proximity of the
error−dissipation boundary. Indeed, the dissipation can at
most be decreased by only 16% (∼2.2 kBT) without any
reduction in accuracy (i.e., from the red dot to the pink square
in the inset of Figure 4). As compared to the complete
dynamic range of error and dissipation, this is a very small
margin. According to the error−dissipation bound, the
dissipation must be increased by 3-fold (to 34 kBT) to reduce
the error rate by 1 order of magnitude (from 10−4 to 10−5).
This increase is a tremendous cost considering the amount of
the amino acid (in this case, isoleucine) required for protein
synthesis in the E. coli cell cycle. It is therefore understandable
that the synthetase has chosen an economic strategy in quality
control, as seen in the trade-off analysis of kh3 and kp, instead of
promoting its accuracy to an unnecessary level.
To understand the evolutionary necessity of multistage

proofreading in E. coli IleRS, we use our model to assess the
importance of different proofreading mechanisms. As shown in
Figure 5a, removing both pre-transfer editing pathways causes
a marginal increase in error (5%, from purple bars to yellow
bars), while removing the post-transfer editing pathway
increases the error drastically (by 2 orders of magnitude).
This result is consistent with experimental findings that post-
transfer editing contributes to the majority of the editing in E.
coli IleRS.5 The pre-transfer proofreading fluxes take up only
12% of all editing fluxes. Notably, this estimate is smaller than
the value of 30% derived from a previous kinetic experiment
that employed the Michaelis−Menten equation to fit the AMP
formation rate.20 This discrepancy is likely because our
framework takes into account a more realistic mechanism of
the reaction (as compared to the Michaelis−Menten
equation).
Given the importance of post-transfer editing, it is intriguing

to explore the specific need that caused the evolution of this
mechanism. To investigate this, we perform global parameter
sampling in the absence of post-transfer editing (kh3 = kh3′ = 0)
and superimpose the error−dissipation relation onto the native
one (see Figure 5b). The addition of post-transfer editing
significantly expands the reachable area on the error−
dissipation plane. It not only allows IleRS to achieve a higher

Figure 4. Scatter plot of the error−dissipation relation resulting from
the variation of all rate constants. The area to the left or under the
blue dashed boundary is inaccessible under any combinations of the
rate constants. The red dot indicates the native system; the pink
square marks the theoretical minimum dissipation for the native
accuracy.
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accuracy but also makes it energetically more efficient to
maintain an accuracy level that can be attained by pre-transfer
editing alone. For each of the optimized systems on the
boundary of the dark blue area, there is a system in the light
blue area that can achieve the same accuracy with a much
lower dissipation. Somewhat surprisingly, the results indicate
that even without post-transfer editing, the minimal error [ηmin
= 5.5 × 10−4 (black dashed line in Figure 5b)] is just ∼2.5-fold
higher than in the native system [ηnat = 2.2 × 10−4 (red dot in
Figure 5b)]. As discussed above, this level of accuracy could be
sufficient. However, the amount of dissipation corresponding
to this error rate is astronomical. For example, to reach an
error rate that is 3-fold higher than that of the native system
(3ηnat = 6.6 × 10−4), the dissipation must be increased to at
least 200 kBT. A further decrease in error requires more and
eventually an infinite amount of dissipation as shown by the
asymptotic behavior of the boundary of the dark blue area.
Therefore, our results here provide a quantitative ration-

alization of the evolutionary origin of the IleRS CP1 editing
domain. The low discrimination factor in pre-transfer editing
( f h1 and f h2) makes it energetically costly to maintain a higher
accuracy as shown by the accessible region (dark blue area) in
Figure 5b. Because both amino acid activation and pre-transfer
editing take place within the active site, it might be improbable
to improve the pre-transfer editing specificity any further
without affecting the transfer efficacy. Consequently, a separate
domain is recruited for post-transfer editing, which provides a
more economic way of maintaining genetic code fidelity. The
existence of multiple proofreading pathways successfully
improves the overall fitness by relaxing the trade-off between
error and dissipation. Consistent with this prediction, a high
degree of conservation in CP1 domains for IleRS, ValRS, and
LeuRS proteins suggests early emergence and selective
pressure to maintain post-transfer editing.42

In summary, our biophysical model with parameters derived
from experiments leads to valuable insights into the interplay
among speed, accuracy, and dissipation for the isoleucyl-tRNA
synthetase. As a prerequisite to peptide synthesis at the
ribosome, it is essential to maintain a high speed and energetic
efficiency of aa-tRNA synthesis. However, we discovered that
their co-optimization is prevented by a dissipation−speed

trade-off in key catalytic steps. Generalizing the previous
viewpoint on the existence of a universal preference to
improving some properties at the cost of the others,16 we
provide a new perspective that different priorities of individual
reaction steps enable partial reconciliation of the trade-offs.
Despite its potential to reduce the error significantly [by 2

orders of magnitude (see Figure 4)], it seems that the IleRS
has adopted an “economic” strategy that improves speed and
dissipation as much as possible and maintains the error at a
reasonable level. We demonstrate the extent to which
dissipation is optimized by the proximity of the native system
to a fundamental error−dissipation bound. The results are
further rationalized by several biological arguments, including
the error threshold imposed by the downstream aa-tRNA
selection (η = 10−3 to 10−4) and the demand for rapid and
energetically inexpensive aa-tRNA supply for protein synthesis.
Once the accuracy of aaRS surpassed that of aa-tRNA
selection, evolutionary forces no longer drove any enhance-
ment of accuracy. Instead, reducing MFPT and dissipation
became the priorities for IleRS. This hypothesis could be
experimentally tested by investigating whether the dissipation
can be reduced in IleRS mutants without impairing the overall
fidelity of protein translation.
Our results not only provide a new understanding of the

aminoacylation process but also construct a general framework
for analyzing complicated discriminatory proofreading net-
works. We argue that the importance of one reaction pathway
can never be fully appreciated by looking at one property in
isolation. Instead, one should examine the accessible region in
the space spanned by the characteristic properties such as the
error−dissipation plane studied here. From this perspective,
the significance of post-transfer editing lies not in reducing the
minimum error rate but in making it less energetically costly to
maintain an error rate of η ∼ 10−4. The existence of a
dissipation−error lower bound (blue dashed line, Figure 4)
indicates a minimum cost for biological error correction that is
imposed by the discrimination factors. Further studies of this
minimum energy cost may provide new insights into the
underlying thermodynamic principle of biological information
processing.
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